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Learning Objectives: 
• Understand the need to treat your group fitness career like a business. 
• Discover strategies to get what you want from your career by learning basic business skills. 
• Redefine Teamwork in the group fitness setting. 
• Develop a plan for using Teamwork to your advantage in you group fitness career. 
 

1.1.   Treat Group Fitness Career Like A Business 

••   What’s the Point? 

--   To be taken seriously / Get what we deserve 

--   Enables us to inspire individuals to fitness 

--   Allow more people to enter and stay in the field 

••   Current State of the Industry  

--   Stalemate – What YOU Want vs What THEY Want 

--   Create MEANINGFUL Evaluations 

--   Ultimate Goal – Direct line to dues … hold instructors responsible 

••   Talk THEIR Language 

--   ROI 

--   P&L 

--   Budgets  

--   Revenue vs. Expenses 

--   Projecting / Financials 
 

2.2.   5 Steps to SUCCESS! 

••   Redefine TEAMWORK 

--   define TEAM 

--   Teamwork versus Cooperation 

--   Self Checks for yourself / for your instructors 

--   Update the Group 

••   Develop Trust in the GREATER GOOD 



--   being POPULAR vs being RIGHT 

--   what do you promote? 

--   develop INNOCENCE 

--   outline the benefits for teaming up! 

--   create ways for teaming up 

••   Eradicate the DISEASE of ME 

--   what is it? 

--   how does this happen? 

--   how do you eliminate it? 

••   Establish CORE VALUES 

--   value proposition 

--   vision statement 

--   mission statement 

--   …leads to core values 

••   Insist on COMMITMENT 

--   NON-NEGOTIABLES 

--   No QUESTIONS! 
 

3.3.   Conclusion 

••   What unique issues do you face? 

••   How can we help each other? 

••   What resources do you need? 
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